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Reproducibility of Functional MRI – Progress Towards Profile Development 

Use Case: fMRI as a biomarker of functionally eloquent brain cortex for guiding tumor surgery
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Preliminary results of ongoing RSNA-funded reproducibility studies 

Profile Development – claims for quantifiability of fMRI as a clinical biomarker
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Qualification – Identify components required to successfully implement the biomarker

1) Location of centroid of activation for motor, language, and vision areas is reproducible and quantifiable – define quantitative limits
2) Spatial extent of activation for motor and language areas is reproducible and quantifiable – define quantitative limits
3) Language laterality is reproducible and quantifiable – define quantitative limits
Successful implementation of the fMRI biomarker will help promote successful brain surgery while minimizing neurological side-effects.
Improved standardization will facilitate adoption as standard of care and promote industry-wide acceptance.

Test-retest comparisons of fMRI maps in repeated scans of the  same subject show similar activation patterns but significant quantitative variability using standard analysis methods.

For localization of motor or language areas, normalization of fMRI activation signals relative to local fMRI functional specificity is more 
peak BOLD amplitude significantly improves quantitative reproducibility1,2. reproducible within than across sessions

Hand motor mapping Language mapping Vision mapping
Standard activation maps vary with scan duration           Normalized extent of activation is                        Standard t-maps vary across scans Voxels in visual cortex respond best to a visual stimulus at a 
AMPLE normalized maps are stable over scan time       consistent within and across subjects              Normalized maps have more consistent                                    specific distance (eccentricity) from the center of gaze. Here we  

locations and extents of activations                               compare the best eccentricity from repeated scans within and across days.

• fMRI is a technology used routinely at a growing number of hospitals to identify and map functionally eloquent brain tissue near a planned site of tumor 
resection.

• Proximity of healthy brain tissue to the margin of a resection is a risk factor for post-operative neurological deficits.
• Proximities less than 0.5-1.0 cm  increase the risk of permanent deficit. (“Risk zone” in figure is 1cm around tumor margin)
• But fMRI brain maps measured in the same patient can vary across days (illustrated in vision fMRI data at left).
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